Turning Things Around (The Wizz Chronicles Book 3)

Turning Things Around is the third
instalment of the Wizz Chronicles. The
chronicles take a light hearted look at Roy
Wizz Wood who faces triumph and disaster
as he makes his way through life from
humble beginnings. The recession has
bitten deeply in South Wales and May
2011 finds Roy Wood at a low ebb. He has
just had to close the factory that he
manages and, at the age of fifty three, hes
wondering what to do next. Against his
better judgement, he is persuaded to go on
a singles holiday to Spain. After a
disastrous start to the holiday, he meets two
people who have a profound effect on the
course that he will follow on his return to
Wales. Roy sets about rebuilding his life
and there are some pretty dramatic
changes: a new career, a new location and a
new girlfriend. Things are certainly turning
around. Life isnt quite that simple though.
As we have come to expect, Roy manages
to get into a few scrapes as he wrestles
with his new challenges.
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